made in Germany

Press-info (short version)

moin
The moin action swivelchair with it’s patented stacking-function allows entirely new furnishing
freedoms. Dynamic meetings and work scenarios can now be renderd even more
spontaneously. Teambuilding replaces the caretaker. moin chairs can easily be moved as a
stack over the isle, into the storage room or into the elevator. The space saving is impressive,
due to the narrow stacking module.
To this day, mobile, foldable tables are the pioneers for flexible work and dynamic meetings.
What about the conference chairs? The classic, communicative swivel-chair has today become
a space-consuming obstacle to storage. Vertically stackable chairs, as a conceivable
alternative, have to be loaded on carts in a time-consuming and exhausting manner to then be
lifted down again at another location.
moin is the new inspiring armchair-typology for maximum interior design dynamics and for
truly flexible use of space. We started a family based on this concept: the mobile moin toolbox
consists of small matching stacking tables, standing tables, stools and a mobile eventwardrobe.
(Design Andreas Störiko)
www.roomtool.com

___________________________________________________________________________
Addition / philosophy and material-info (longer version)
Made in Germany: ROOMTOOL products are manufactured with highest quality standards in
Schenefeld near Hamburg. All of our suppliers are renowned German companies. We only use
the highest quality tested components.
In addition to the "cradle to cradle" approach, ROOMTOOL focuses on maximum durability
rather than short-lived circular economy. 'Cradle to collectors item' perhaps hits the core of
philosophy. moin products can be repaired. Wear parts can be replaced after many years. The
armchair is both extremely durable under intensive use and is aesthetically long-lasting. The
high-quality bases, seat frames, support parts and the armrests with appealing haptics are
made of aluminum and either polished or extremely resistantly powder-coated. The molded
wooden shell is fully upholstered with classic, elegant full-grain premium semi-aniline leather.

In the textile versions, we rely primarily on high-quality woolen fabrics and natural fibers of
established manufacturers in the industry.
The tables are equipped with matt laminates by Fenix (NTM). We offer four colors to choose
from with identical coating on both sides. The steel precision-tubes are matching in colour.
The base can be coated in matching color or polished to perfection.
ROOMTOOL only uses only full wood for the tabletops: we use the highest quality birch
plywood with naturally waxed edges. ROOMTOOL furniture are equipped with soft, highquality allround-castors as standard.
Safety and quality control: The armchairs and tables of the moin family are currently beeing
GS-certified by TÜV Rheinland / LGA Products.
Constant control during our passionate assembly and the close cooperation with our sensitized
suppliers guarantees highest quality across our portfolio. We use reusable packaging and
reusable transport containers for our parts on the way from the foundry to CNC-machining to
surface treatment and final assembly. We strive for a comprehensive, environmentally sound
overall strategy.
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